Weather Prophets...
Past and Present
By D. R. Rickborn
PVERYBODY talks about the
L weather, the saying goes,
but nobody ever does anything
about U. The truth of the mat
ter is that the very most anyone
can do about the weather is to
prepare for whatever comes.
While the average citizen uses
the weather fas a conversation
starter and sometimes proudly
proclaims himself an expert fore
caster, the United States Weath
er Bureau is spending 38Ji milJior dollars a veax to call a scien
tific turn on a capricious rain
cloud or tornado. There are times
when Mr. Average Citizen be
lieves that the government is
wasting money. He is especially
Inclined to these thoughts when
a prediction of fair weather be
comes a cloudburst in the midst
of a well-planned picnic.
Dr. Francis Reichelderfer who
heads the U. S. Weather Bureau
admits that U is impossible to
predict the weather with unlailin^ accuracy, but he stoutly pro
claims that in forecasting hurri
canes, for instance, the weather
bureaus around the country are
2 to 3 times more accurate than
they were ten years ago. He ex
perts that rate to climb. At the
same time he warns, "Weather
Is not a laboratory science like
nuclear physics where you are
don 1 j ng with something defi
nite"__________
The slow advance to the edge
of the scientific approach in
weather forecasting has confirm
ed some old wives' tales as valid
and based on fact. Many super«ti+ions have been discarded and
remain only as amusing skele
tons of folklore. There is an In
dian proverb which proclaims:
"W(-en locks turn damp in the
icalp, surely it will rain." The
connotation is much more grue
some when you learn that the
lock* which turned damp were in
Scrips lifted from an enemy In
* combat to decorate the tepee.
But the concern about the
weather preceded the Indians.
{The Greek and Roman civiliza: tiorjfc spent ir.any hours gazing
j Into the heavens and piling up
j criteria for forecasting. Aa early

as the fifth century, B. C., the
father of medicine, Hippocrates
recognized the close relation of
meteorology to medicine. Even
in the early days the weather
man was the butt of a joke when
a prediction backfired. The Ro
mans had their troubles with the
forecasters and Cato was prompt
ed to remark, "I wonder how
one weather man can look an
other in the face without laughin*."
BEGUN IN CHARLESTON

THE SCIENTIFIC weather ap1 proach in the United States
began in Charleston in 1730,
when a young Scot* named John
Lining began experiments which
would label him "tbe first weath
er man." Lining was a doctor,
and like Hippocrates centuries be
fore he became convinced of the
vast influence of the weather on
the health of his patients. His
convictions cemented themselves
during the yellow lever epidemic
in 1732 and the young doctor settlpc himself down to the serious
study ol the weather. His study
of yellow fever became the first
stub study published in South
Carolina and perhaps in the
United States. The fever was
season!. It struck quickly in
the summer months and began
to disappear as the cold weather
of winter came. It was from this
sirrple observation that John
i Lining built his weather study.
1 In his office in Charleston,
j Doctor Lining conducted daily
j experiments. He kept a meticui lous record, and the record beI cam*> the first one of its kind
in America for no one else had
t bothered to record the changes
1 in weather in such minute de; tail. In his modest and unas; suming way, the doctor himself
brc&me the subject of his cxperimend. Among his discoveries
in 1he process of experimentation.
Lining found thai the body weight
{varies from month to month de[pending upon seasonal changes.
(He recorded his weight many
[times during the day. He made

leston, and at i heir momhiy
meetings the members faithfully
reported and recorded data about
the weather. Doctors were be
coming more and more interest
ed in and familiar with strange
sounding terms such as "wind

'velocity" and "relative humidi
ty' which are today words of
common usage.
While with the acceptance and
proof of radar as a reliable in
strument in weather forecasting
his own thermometer and in- may make the observations of
sL-iunent for measuring rain, Doctor Lining seem trite, his exann at the end of a year of his pecments were the stepping
studies he had made his place sMr.es to our modern techniques.
in medicine. In his own time And with the techniques weather
he became celebrated and ad
prophets are growing up. The
mired for the things he had done. processes of the prophet's abili
ty to forecast have grown pain
LINING'S JOURNAL
fully slow, but the progress has
F HIS own work, Lining betn good.
wrote in his journal, "What
WEATHER NEVER NORMAL
first induced me to enter upon
this course, was that I might
ECAUSE the weather today,
experimentally discover the in
as it wan in Doctor Lining's
fluence of our different Seasons
upon the Human Body; by which day, is not a factor that can b«
I might arnve «f som« more recaiced to laboratory science,
I certain Knowledge of the Causes th» chances of accuracy in foreI casting every time are very rare,
; of cur epidemic Diseases, which
as regularly return at their slat i New methods are being used,
ed Seasons, as a good dock but as Doctor Reichelderfer of
strikes Twelve when the Sun is the U. S, Weather Bureau says,
in the Meridian; and therefore "Normal weather is a fiction and
must proceed from some general weather is normal only when it
Cause operating uniformly in the is unusual."
Looking ahead after nineteen
returning different Seasons." A
description of the province of years in service the Bureau's
South Carolina "with an account Out! sends his meteorologists to
advanced schools and uses radio
of the air, weather, and diseas
es ' written in 1763 by George sonde balloons to gather weather
Milligen-Johnston, who was him- , information. His hope ior the ulsel1 a doctor, pays particular at- f tin i ale in weather predictions is
ter.tion to IJning's efforts. From to get & permanent satellite in
the sky. From that vantage point
the minutiae of his studies. Lin
advance forecasting might be a
ing could conclude (hat "the Win
possibility. As it is now forecasts
ter Diseases seHom appear be
are generally fair up to five
fore Christmas, and are most fre
quent in February and March." days, and industrial planners get
It could be summed up then the- use of an outlook a month
ahead.
thai "People generally look bet
There are other advances that
ter, fresher and fuller in the
W'nter" and that more particular weather men are happy to note.
attention to health should be paid Th*: forecasts are less general;
thty are precise, and in spite of
when the weather is hot.
!r 1760 at the age of fifty- ai nutrients to the contrary, they
two. John Lining died of causes are accurate 85 per cent of the
which are not stated in the time. The ability to forecast
sketchy biographical bits about hurricanes has increased by 100
per cent in the past ten years, A
him. It is possible that his death tornado warning service in the
! occurred during an epidemic of midwest » nhle to map the tor
smallpox, an ironic twist 1o end nado's path in definite areas fix
the IJe of a n>an who had strug hours in advance.
gled with such heroic and untirIn spite of the strides forward
. in? passion to leara the basic men are still seeking the answer
causes of epidemic- diseases.
to an element which cannot be
controlled. The powerful force of
i MKMCAL SOCIETY FORMED
winds which flow in a "jet
TOE WORK of Lining's life to stream" miles above the earth
1 link weather and health con at a speed of 200 to 300 miles an
tinued to progress in th<? forma hour cannot be reckoned with
tion of a medical society in Char- b> man. They can only be ob~
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served and preparations can be
made.
Until the average man recogi! what the scientific weather
man is up against he'll likely
continue to make up bis own
mind about what the weather will
be tomorrow. Or he'll depend
upon the groundhog to cast a
shadow for six more weeks of
cold. If he misses the ground
hog and worries about rain he
can foretell a shower because
the ducks will he shaking their
wings, birds will be washing JB
the sand, dogs will be eating
grass, cats will be sneezing, and
sp-ders will fall from their webSi
The rain will end when the swal
lows fly high, and there's never
been a weather prophet to equal
a leech.
»
STILL MASTER OF MAN

VEN AFTER the weather has
been foretold, guessed at,
and argued about man Is still
in its grips. While the weather
mat! has talked glibly about th*
"falling barometric pressure*'
and nobody has paid very much
attention, there creeps in a feel
ing of melancholia, restlessness,
art* perhaps r nightmare or two,
Anc we are all ready and willing
to agree v/itn Byron when be
says, "I am always more religi
ous on a sunshiny day."
From six to sixty, from then
till now, a weather prediction
is something to listen to with
eagerness, to forget
absolute
when it's right, to magnify witft
grt-at vocal dissensions when it
is wrong. More than likely peo^
pie depend on folklore mor$
heavily than on scientists' data;
and would heartily defend a soiif
making the rounds of the kinder*
garter) set which goes something
;>
lik« this:
Rheumatism, rheumatism
T
How it pains, how it pains
Up and down your system ; -*
Up and down your system *-»
When it rains, when it rains. 7
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